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I have been asked to express my personal feelings toward the important pastoral work of 

family visitation. Family visitation is a Reformed Institution of long standing according to 

Church Order (commentary of Monsma and Van Dellen). It dates back to the Convent of Wezel. 

1568. Also it belongs to the area of our church polity as required by our Church Order - Art. 23. 

Both of these articles speak of the purpose of family visitation as being that of 

edification, of comfort and instruction, guidance and admonition. Family visitation is based on 

Scripture. I Thessalonians 5:12-14, Hebrews 13:17 and many more, it is the work of the office 

bearers who are sent by Christ Himself, Who Is the Office Bearer in God’s house. This means 

that it pleases Christ to work His work of salvation, also by this labor. 

Although this is all true, my feeling towards family visitation, as a child, was fear. As 

children we were scared of the minister and elders. In the "Old Country" they came to the house 

dressed in black and a high hat, and the visit was conducted in a room that was hardly ever used. 

They called it, “de pronk kramer" or parlor. We as children felt very uneasy. 

In later years some of that fear was still with me. To me it was an hour of questions and 

answers, and often I felt a sigh of relief when it was all over for another year. 

Even after we had made confession of faith, were married, and had a family, we often felt 

uneasy, wondering what kind of questions would be asked. 

Sometimes family visitation was conducted as some kind of inquiry or inquisition. This 

kind of questioning often created in me a reaction of resentment. Some questions were 

embarrassing to the whole family, and were to my mind out of place, and therefore did not 

receive an honest answer. That kind of family visitation to me is useless. 

The only time I feel at ease at family visitation is when Christ speaks, through His Word, 

and the Word of God has the central place in every visit. If we do not hear Him, the family 

visitation is in vain. 

That Word of God is the only light, and therefore the only rule of life, and that light 

exposes the spiritual condition of the wellbeing, or the lack of it. 

When therefore the Word of God is the center of the visit, then both they that visit, and 

they that are visiting, have the assurance that this labor is not in vain, and becomes a reason for 

joy and thankfulness. Then there will be no more fear in the hearts of the sheep, and a looking 

forward to the visiting minister and elder. 
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